Utah Academic Library Consortium
2017 Professional Development Retreat

Focusing on Collaboration: Partnerships
Inside and Outside the Library

Friday, October 6, 2017 Stewart Library, Weber State University
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Program
8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.

Registration and Continental Breakfast
Hetzel Hollein Room, Stewart Library

9:00 a.m. to 9:10 a.m.

Opening Remarks
UALC Professional Development Committee Chair: Chloe Barnett (Instruction & Reference Librarian) @
Westminster College
Hetzel Hollein Room, Stewart Library

9:15 a.m. to 10:05 a.m.

Presentation Session 1
Classroom 211, Stewart Library

AN 11 YEAR COLLABORATION TO PROVIDE OPEN ACCESS TO U.S. FEDERAL TECHNICAL REPORTS
Daureen Nesdill (Research Data Management Librarian) @ University of Utah
Classroom 246, Stewart Library

COLLABORATIVELY CREATING A FIRST-GENERATION COLLEGE STUDENT INITIATIVE
Ernesto Hernandez (Instruction Librarian), Jessica Oyler (Director of Student Affairs Assessment and Strategic
Initiatives), Amy Huntington (College Access & First-Year Transition Coordinator),
Amanda Nielsen (Student Support Services - Retention Specialist), and Betty Sawyer (Outreach Partnerships
Coordinator) @ Weber State University

10:15 a.m. to 11:05 a.m.

Presentation Session 2
Classroom 211, Stewart Library

LIBRARIANS AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNERS AS PARTNERS:
ADVANCING INSTITUTIONAL MISSIONS
Teagan Eastman (Online Learning Librarian) and Erin Davis (Library Coordinator of Regional Campuses & ELearning) @ Utah State University
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Classroom 246, Stewart Library

VOCAB FOR COLLABORATION: HOW "WORK LANGUAGE" CAN HELP YOU WIN AT TEAMWORK
Bianca Biesinger (Library Assistant Sr., Resource Sharing and Document Delivery), Andrea Payant (Metadata
Librarian), Darcy Pumphrey (Digital Library Coordinator), Sara Skindelien (Library Assistant, Special Collections
and Archives), Randy Williams (Fife Folklore Archives Curator), Rachel Wishkoski (Reference and Instruction
Librarian), and Liz Woolcott (Head of Cataloging and Metadata Services) @ Utah State University

11:15 a.m. to 12:05 p.m.

Presentation Session 3
Classroom 211, Stewart Library

RESEARCH COLLABORATION WITH A FACULTY MEMBER FROM THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC: USING A LOCAL FILM
SCORE COLLECTION IN A LONG-TERM COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH PROJECT
Jeff Lyon (Cataloger of Music & Dance) @ Brigham Young University
Classroom 246, Stewart Library

COLLABORATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE-INTEGRATED LIBRARY EXHIBITIONS
Jennifer Duncan (Books Curator and Head, Special Collections and Archives), Daniel Davis (Photograph
Curator, Special Collections and Archives), Rose M. Milovich (Art and Printing Arts Curator, Special Collections
and Archives), and Becky Thoms (Head, Digital Initiatives) @ Utah State University

12:05 p.m. to 1:20 p.m.

Lunch and Lightning Talks
Hetzel Hollein Room, Stewart Library

INCLUSIVITY AND DIVERSITY IN LIBRARY SPACES AND SERVICES:
A COLLABORATION BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS AT MARRIOTT LIBRARY
Lorelei Rutledge (Faculty Services Librarian) and Lis Pankl (Head of Graduate & Undergraduate Services) @
University of Utah

AN EVOLVING PARTNERSHIP: A READING SERIES FINDS A HOME IN THE LIBRARY
Robert S. Means (English Language and Literature Librarian) @ Brigham Young University

LIBRARIAN NINJA WARRIOR: HOW TO TACKLE ANY COLLABORATION OBSTACLE COURSE
Anne Diekema (Assistant Professor/Librarian) @ Southern Utah University, Betsy Hopkins (Nursing &
Communication Disorders Librarian) @ Brigham Young University, Brandon Patterson (Technology
Engagement Librarian, Spencer S. Eccles Health Sciences Library) @ University of Utah, and Nena Schvaneveldt
(Assistant Director of Library Services/Reference and Instruction Librarian) @ Roseman University of Health
Sciences
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DEVELOPING COLLABORATIONS FOR TRANSFER STUDENT SUCCESS
Jamie Dwyer (Instruction & Liaison Librarian) @ Salt Lake Community College,
Donna Harp Ziegenfuss (Associate Librarian) and Dale Larsen (Associate Librarian) @ University of Utah

1:30 p.m. to 2:20 p.m.

Presentation Session 4
Classroom 211, Stewart Library

TWO EXAMPLES OF CROSS-INSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATION:
PUBLISHING AND PEDAGOGICAL WORKSHOPPING
Annalee Hickman Moser (Law Library Fellow, Howard W. Hunter Law Library) @ Brigham Young University and
Felicity Murphy (Assistant Librarian and Adjunct Professor of Law, James E. Faust Law Library) @ University of
Utah
Classroom 246, Stewart Library

LIAISON COLLABORATION CAN MAKE BIG WAVES
Anthony Morris (Technical Services Librarian), Mary Naylor Stephens (Reference and Instruction Librarian),
and Kim Rollins (Assistant Director of Public Services) @ Utah Valley University

2:30 p.m. to 3:20 p.m.

Presentation Session 5
Classroom 211, Stewart Library

COLLECTION BASED COLLABORATION:
COMPILING SUBJECT SPECIFIC RESOURCES FOR OUTREACH AND STUDENT RECRUITMENT
Wayne Huxhold (Reference Librarian) @ Weber State University
Classroom 246, Stewart Library

COLLABORATIONS FOR HEALTH EDUCATION AND WELLNESS
Nancy Lombardo (Associate Director for Digital Collections), Tallie Casucci (Innovation Librarian), and Christy
Jarvis (Information Resources Librarian) @ Spencer S. Eccles Health Sciences Library, University of Utah

3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Tour of Stewart Library
Wendy Holliday (Dean of the Library) @ Weber State University
Meet in Hetzel Hollein Room, Stewart Library
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Directions and Parking
The UALC Professional Development Retreat will be held on the Weber State University Ogden
Campus in the Stewart Library.
Parking is available in the Public Pay Lot (PPL). It is a short walk (uphill) to the Stewart Library.
There is also handicap accessible parking right next to the Stewart Library. Parking validation
will be provided to those parking in the Public Pay Lot (PPL). Please check in with the parking
attendant to let them know you are attending the UALC event.
For online access to the campus map, see:
http://www.weber.edu/WeberStateMap/OgdenCampusMap.html
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Presentation Descriptions
Presentation Session 1
AN 11 YEAR COLLABORATION TO PROVIDE OPEN ACCESS TO U.S. FEDERAL TECHNICAL REPORTS
Daureen Nesdill (Research Data Management Librarian) @ University of Utah
Presentation Description: TRAIL is a project initiated in 2006 to provide unrestricted access to U.S. federal
technical reports, mainly published prior to 1976. Prior to the initiation of the project, engineering librarians
began discussing the frustration surrounding the difficulty they and their patrons were having in locating
reports from ceased and obscure federal agencies. The realization that a digital collection of technical reports
could solve this problem led six university libraries from across the nation to work on a pilot project with the
Linda Hall Library and the Center for Research Libraries. Together they developed a workflow for identifying,
collecting, cataloging and digitizing documents, and established a prototype website to host the digitized
technical reports. Today, forty-three academic institutions and the U.S. Government Publishing Office work
together on the project. In addition, personal membership was established in 2014, and there are now twelve
personal members – with one member from Canada. Over 61,500 documents (over 4.5 million pages) are now
publically available from 16 federal agencies from the Office of Saline Waters, the Atomic Energy Commission
to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). This talk will reveal how this small group of
engineering librarians worked together and expanded the pilot project into a national workhorse in order to
provide unrestricted access to U.S. government agency technical reports.

COLLABORATIVELY CREATING A FIRST-GENERATION COLLEGE STUDENT INITIATIVE
Ernesto Hernandez (Instruction Librarian), Jessica Oyler (Director of Student Affairs Assessment and Strategic
Initiatives), Amy Huntington (College Access & First-Year Transition Coordinator),
Amanda Nielsen (Student Support Services - Retention Specialist), and Betty Sawyer (Outreach Partnerships
Coordinator) @ Weber State University
Presentation Description: First-generation (FG) college students cannot turn to their parents for information
about the college experience. Where do they go instead, and what challenges do they face? How many firstgeneration students are there at your campus? How are they different from continuing-generation students?
How do libraries partner with key campus units to address first-generation student needs? The presenters,
from Weber State University, explore the needs and behaviors of FG students and campus-wide and library
efforts to support FG students. We will discuss and examine strategic initiatives, including campus-wide
programs and outreach relating to FG student initiatives on campus; and student support programs, services,
research, and opportunities available to begin and continue successful outreach to this student population.
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Presentation Session 2
LIBRARIANS AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNERS AS PARTNERS: ADVANCING INSTITUTIONAL MISSIONS
Teagan Eastman (Online Learning Librarian) and Erin Davis (Library Coordinator of Regional Campuses & ELearning) @ Utah State University
Presentation Description: As online education advances more rapidly each year, the need for librarians to
provide equitable service and to maintain high quality learning environments has become increasingly
important. At Utah State University (USU), librarians have formed strong partnerships with instructional
designers in the Center for Innovative Design and Instruction (CIDI). Our strategy for developing this
partnership began over five years ago when the regional campus librarian first started attending CIDI’s weekly
meetings. Cultivating a solid relationship is paramount to any partnership, which in our case was strengthened
each week as we learned about major projects and initiatives. We then updated CIDI on library initiatives and
soon started finding common areas in which our work overlapped.
Over time, we explored ways to maximize interactions with our regional campus faculty and students, one of
the core missions of USU. One way we have achieved this is by serving on planning committees for USU’s
Empowering Teaching Excellence workshops. This transitioned our participation from providing a one-shot
session on library services to being partners in shaping training opportunities for regional campus and online
instructors. Serving on these committees has opened up new avenues for library integration as the library is
no longer viewed as an add-on but instead a necessary component for success in the course development
process. This is demonstrated in referrals from CIDI’s instructional designers, support for OER integration, and
increased marketing for library services.
A long-term goal is to establish a more robust course development process that involves the librarian meeting
with the faculty member and instructional designer to ensure the effective integration of library resources into
courses. Even if they don’t teach online, participants will learn strategies for creating strong partnerships
across campus and unique ways to collaborate on projects that advance the missions and visions of our
libraries.

VOCAB FOR COLLABORATION: HOW "WORK LANGUAGE" CAN HELP YOU WIN AT TEAMWORK
Bianca Biesinger (Library Assistant Sr., Resource Sharing and Document Delivery),
Andrea Payant (Metadata Librarian), Darcy Pumphrey (Digital Library Coordinator),
Sara Skindelien (Library Assistant, Special Collections and Archives), Randy Williams (Fife Folklore Archives
Curator), Rachel Wishkoski (Reference and Instruction Librarian), and
Liz Woolcott (Head of Cataloging and Metadata Services) @Utah State University
Presentation Description: The USU Libraries embarked on a round of strategic planning in 2016-2017. A key
phase of this process involved the formation of a Steering Committee, charged with gathering library-wide
input and developing strategic areas accordingly. Our committee was composed of seven members from
different units within the library who had not worked closely together before. In this high-stakes project, what
strategies and group agreements allowed us to succeed? Rather than focusing on the outcome or details of
the strategic planning process, this presentation will share our approach to teamwork and examine how we
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established healthy communication and collaboration. Clair Canfield’s VOCAB model for conflict resolution
(2016) will frame our discussion of intra-group vulnerability, ownership, communication, acceptance, and
boundaries as key ingredients in our process. From getting started as a committee, to facilitating inclusive
meetings, to leveraging emotional intelligence skills, this presentation will surface the often-hidden
requirements for successful teamwork in a library setting.

Presentation Session 3
RESEARCH COLLABORATION WITH A FACULTY MEMBER FROM THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC: USING A LOCAL FILM
SCORE COLLECTION IN A LONG-TERM COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH PROJECT
Jeff Lyon (Cataloger of Music & Dance) @ Brigham Young University
Presentation Description: Brigham Young University’s Harold B. Lee Library holds the film score manuscripts
of Max Steiner, commonly regarded as the “father of film music”. After a Harold B. Lee Library cataloger
discovered similar research interests with a School of Music faculty member, they established a long-term
collaborative research project to create a musical analysis of each of Steiner’s film scores.
This presentation will look at how collaboration on this project was established and at expected research
tasks. Because each researcher has different strengths and backgrounds, they will divide research tasks in a
way that each is contributing fairly. Since the expected timeframe for the project is roughly fifteen years, it is
important to establish a research agenda, set clear goals, and ensure that both researchers have the same
vision for the project. We have also established short-term goals to produce publications and presentations
along the way.

COLLABORATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE-INTEGRATED LIBRARY EXHIBITIONS
Jennifer Duncan (Books Curator and Head, Special Collections and Archives), Daniel Davis (Photograph
Curator, Special Collections and Archives), Rose M. Milovich (Art and Printing Arts Curator, Special Collections
and Archives), and Becky Thoms (Head, Digital Initiatives) @ Utah State University
Presentation Description: Utah State University Libraries has presented collection-centered exhibitions and
interpretive programming as part of its education and outreach efforts for a number of years. Collaboration –
both within and outside the Libraries—has been essential to the program’s development. Our UALC
presentation will give a brief overview of the several types of collaborative projects our Exhibition Program
has introduced to the Libraries after which we will focus on recent collaborations in course-integrated
exhibition curation.
Collaborative development of course-integrated exhibitions draws on the participation and expertise of library
staff, USU teaching and research faculty, guest scholars, and importantly, the enthusiasm of student scholars
enrolled in upper division seminars at USU. For students, the learning experience involves in-depth analysis,
interpretation, and presentation of research – via exhibitions – on specific primary, rare and unique materials
in the Libraries’ Special Collections and Archives.
The locus of teaching and learning that results in student curated research exhibitions is the Libraries’ Special
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Collections and Archives (SCA) unit. Participating faculty hold their classes in SCA where seminar students
immerse themselves individually, and collaboratively, in guided research throughout the semester; students
also collaborate to develop online exhibitions using OMEKA in the Digital Initiatives department.
Teamwork and collaboration across scholarly ranks, university departments and disciplines is essential to
course-integrated exhibition curation; successful outcomes of these processes at USU have included physical
and online exhibitions, related symposia, public education and outreach events, and opportunities for
students to sustain and disseminate their research findings via USU’s Institutional Repository. Our
presentation will address practical considerations for developing course-integrated exhibitions, as well as
discussion of challenges and opportunities such collaborative efforts may present for academic library
professionals.

Presentation Session 4
TWO EXAMPLES OF CROSS-INSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATION: PUBLISHING AND PEDAGOGICAL WORKSHOPPING
Annalee Hickman Moser (Law Library Fellow, Howard W. Hunter Law Library) @ Brigham Young University and
Felicity Murphy (Assistant Librarian and Adjunct Professor of Law, James E. Faust Law Library) @ University of
Utah
Presentation Description: Research and writing in the library and information science arena are often
considered solitary pursuits, but they do not have to be. Collaboration can help you build your professional
network, expand ideas, and generate new research opportunities. When you reach beyond your institution to
work with colleagues at other libraries, the possible benefits of collaborative writing are even greater. There
are also benefits to holding a workshop to discuss ideas and practices when other libraries have the same
programs as your library.
Our presentation will discuss our experience, as law librarians working at two different law libraries, co-writing
an academic article for entry in the LexisNexis/AALL Call for Papers Awards, and our work planning and
participating in a pedagogical workshop to discuss the best practices of teaching legal research. We plan to
address the benefits as well as some of the perceived drawbacks of attempting to publish collaboratively and
workshopping together. Some of the questions we will address include:
 Where do you begin?
 Finding collaborators
 Idea generation & brainstorming
 What is the best way to communicate about the collaborative effort?
 Publishing-Specific Questions:
o What are some of the tools available for writing in real-time simultaneously with your
collaborator(s)?
o How do you address divisions of labor and differences in voice, writings style, etc.?
 Workshopping-Specific Questions:
o How do you get other colleagues at both institutions to participate?
o How do you make the workshop applicable to instigating positive change in those that attend?
o How do you set aside the time for a workshop?
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Ultimately, we want to try to encourage librarians to look for opportunities to branch out and work with
others by providing an example of a successful collaborative undertaking. Although our experiences include
writing an academic article that won a call for papers competition and that will be published in a journal, we
believe the principles that we learned and applied in our experience can extend to other collaborative efforts
outside of just academic articles.

LIAISON COLLABORATION CAN MAKE BIG WAVES
Anthony Morris (Technical Services Librarian), Mary Naylor Stephens (Reference and Instruction Librarian),
and Kim Rollins (Assistant Director of Public Services) @ Utah Valley University
Presentation Description: Two years ago, Fulton Library changed the way our librarians work with
departments on campus. Rather than an exclusive one-on-one liaison relationship between a librarian and a
department, the librarians collaborate as liaison teams for colleges within the university. This internal
collaboration has led to more sustainable service and better relationships across campus. One of the most
active liaison teams has been the School of the Arts (SoA) team—Kim Rollins, Mary Naylor Stephens, and
Anthony Morris. They work together to liaison with the Arts and Design, Dance, Music, and Theatre
departments. The SoA team will present on how library liaisons improve internal and external
collaboration. Presentation points will include:
 Forming a liaison team
 Fulton Library’s best practices
 Lessons learned and experiences from the past two years
 Examples of successful collaborations with the School of the Arts, including:
o Mobile and on-site reference
o Collaborating with faculty for more successful library collections
o Involving faculty in library events – speakers, performances, etc.
o Specializing instruction for better discipline specific information literacy
o Collection development and management activities
o Supporting School of the Arts events

Presentation Session 5

COLLECTION BASED COLLABORATION: COMPILING SUBJECT SPECIFIC RESOURCES FOR OUTREACH AND STUDENT
RECRUITMENT
Wayne Huxhold (Reference Librarian) @ Weber State University
Presentation Description: Collaboration requires the assessment of needs, anticipated benefits, and agendas
of all of the stakeholders followed by a negotiated plan of action. An example: Relationships initiated through
consultations related to the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) fostered
collaborations to provide access to historic resources to federally recognized tribes. The Great Lakes and Ohio
Valley Ethnohistory Collection at the Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology (GBL) at Indiana University (IU)
was gathered by Erminie Wheeler-Voegelin to provide evidence for 20th century Indian Claims Commission
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lawsuits. Tribal scholars collaborated with IU staff to plan and implement a digitization program to make the
archives available online to tribal scholars. In the process, an instrumental resource for researching cultural
affiliation is being revitalized and preserved, and tribal scholars acquire sources that meet tribal cultural
heritage objectives.
Transitioning from IU to Weber State University (WSU) has provided the presenter with new opportunities to
establish collaborative relationships with regional tribes. A set of five American Indian LibGuides were
developed as tools for outreach and student recruitment. These research guides assist students and
researchers in basic research instruction and provide avenues of discovery for resources available at WSU as
well as those hosted digitally by tribes, organizations, and government agencies across the continent. At the
GBL, a large, valuable, and unique collection of materials provided opportunities for collaboration. At WSU,
will offering these guides for access to a consolidated bundle of research materials, instruction, and support
offer enough incentive for the University to form relationships with area tribes and support programs catering
to the needs of the people of those tribes?

COLLABORATIONS FOR HEALTH EDUCATION AND WELLNESS
Nancy Lombardo (Associate Director for Digital Collections), Tallie Casucci (Innovation Librarian), and Christy
Jarvis (Information Resources Librarian) @ Spencer S. Eccles Health Sciences Library, University of Utah
Presentation Description: In this panel discussion, faculty from the Eccles Library will discuss a variety of
collaborative projects they are a part of.
The Neuro-Ophthalmology Virtual Education Library (NOVEL) and the Moran Clinical Ophthalmology
Resources for Education (CORE) projects are two excellent examples of librarians collaborating with health
care disciplines to develop high quality collections that support education and research through peerreviewed publications of original content produced by practicing physicians. These projects are collaborations
between the Eccles Health Sciences Library (EHSL), the North American Neuro-Ophthalmology Society
(NANOS), and the Moran Eye Center. Both projects provide illustrated curricula for physicians, fellows,
residents, and medical students. Collaborations between a library and a society can be a win-win, building on
the strengths of each, and encouraging bi-directional learning.
EHSL offers free yoga by collaborating with Yoga Assets, a local yoga instructor program. Yoga instructor
trainees complete their volunteer hours, and University of Utah employees participate in free at-work yoga to
reinvigorate themselves for the day. As a result of a University of Utah health burnout and wellness survey, a
new wellness champions group formed to complete department-level initiatives to address burnout. The EHSL
wellness initiative is a serious game. The game encouraged EHSL employees to collaborate with each other
and others to receive wellness-related points.
Finally, the panel will discuss the creation of a viral video about librarianship made with librarians from
libraries across the state. This fun collaboration highlights the core values of our profession.
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Lightning Talks
INCLUSIVITY AND DIVERSITY IN LIBRARY SPACES AND SERVICES: A COLLABORATION BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS AT
MARRIOTT LIBRARY
Lorelei Rutledge (Faculty Services Librarian) and Lis Pankl (Head of Graduate & Undergraduate Services) @
University of Utah
Presentation Description: Two librarians from the departments of Faculty Services and Graduate and
Undergraduate Services at the J. Willard Marriott Library are collaborating to conduct qualitative research
about how to improve library services and spaces for traditionally underrepresented students at the University
of Utah. The intent behind the research is to increase inclusivity and diversity for library spaces and services.
We envision this research as an opportunity for us to collaborate with each other but also as a way to connect
with traditionally underrepresented students to learn more about what they want and need from the library.
In this presentation, we will focus on the process of developing a shared research goal, creating a research
plan, using focus groups to create a collaborative atmosphere between students and librarians in order to
learn more about the students' needs in the library, and maintaining a long-term collaborative partnership
both between researchers and between researchers and students.

AN EVOLVING PARTNERSHIP: A READING SERIES FINDS A HOME IN THE LIBRARY
Robert S. Means (English Language and Literature Librarian) @ Brigham Young University
Presentation Description: The English Department Reading Series (ERS) at BYU started as a very modest affair
some twenty years ago in a small 50-seat auditorium in the old humanities building. Every Friday at noon,
creative writers in the English Department would read their work, and sometimes an outside author would
read. When the Harold B. Lee Library (HBLL) at BYU opened its new addition that included a 200-seat
auditorium, English Literature Librarian Robert Means invited BYU English Professor John Bennion to bring his
ERS over to the library.
Gradually, Means and Bennion became more and more involved in producing the ERS: the HBLL began to
create posters advertising the weekly readings (and to give to the readers as a memento); a reception and
book signing were added; and the HBLL's multimedia crew began to record the weekly readings.
The ERS now hosts many more readers from outside the university than it does from within. Two current Utah
State Poets Laureate have been readers in the Series, and the ERS has partnered with other endowments to
invite two Pulitzer Prize-winning United States Poets Laureate, Robert Hass and Robert Pinsky, as well as
former United States Poets Laureate Billy Collins and Mark Strand. The ERS has hosted at least one Nobel
Laureate in Literature, Derek Walcott.
The ERS has also become a venue where campus essay contest winners read their work and where a bi-annual
reading in honor of the Series benefactors is now given. The ERS is now a for-credit class in the English
Department, offered Fall and Winter semesters, with semester enrollment between forty and seventy
students.
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The collaboration between the HBLL, the English Literature Subject Librarian, and the BYU English Department
on the ERS has enriched everyone involved and has produced a weekly event (and a for-credit class) attracting
writers, students and faculty, and community members to come to the library.

LIBRARIAN NINJA WARRIOR: HOW TO TACKLE ANY COLLABORATION OBSTACLE COURSE
Anne Diekema (Assistant Professor/Librarian) @ Southern Utah University, Betsy Hopkins (Nursing &
Communication Disorders Librarian) @ Brigham Young University, Brandon Patterson (Technology
Engagement Librarian) @ Spencer S. Eccles Health Sciences Library, University of Utah, and Nena Schvaneveldt
(Assistant Director of Library Services/Reference and Instruction Librarian) @ Roseman University of Health
Sciences
Presentation Description: Librarians have opportunities for cross-institutional research projects, exploring
ideas, issues, and opportunities common to the library field. For this project, librarians from four Utah
colleges/universities (Brigham Young University, Roseman University of Health Sciences, Southern Utah
University, and the University of Utah) are partnering to develop and implement a survey studying the
information needs of recently graduated nurses. Based on the results of the survey, the librarians will develop
instructional best practices that can be implemented by any librarian working with nursing students. Rather
than discussing the project itself, the presentation will focus on how the librarians have collaborated on a
multi-institutional research project. While working across institutions and many hundreds of miles presents
many opportunities, this kind of collaboration is certainly not without obstacles.
By the end of the session, participants will: understand the genesis of this project; explore the joys of multiinstitutional IRBs; discover collaboration tool do’s and don’ts; develop greater confidence in their ability to
engage in cross-institutional research.

DEVELOPING COLLABORATIONS FOR TRANSFER STUDENT SUCCESS
Jamie Dwyer (Instruction & Liaison Librarian) @ Salt Lake Community College,
Donna Harp Ziegenfuss (Associate Librarian), and Dale Larsen (Associate Librarian) @
University of Utah
Presentation Description: Many students across the United States are opting to begin their college education
at a community college and then transfer to a university. In Utah, more than nine-hundred graduates from a
large community college transfer to a nearby university every year. This represents a large population that is
likely to miss the initial university library instruction opportunities available to students who start at the
university. Librarians at these two institutions began a collaborative multi-phase project in the summer of
2017, aspiring to ensure that transferring community college students are comfortable using the library and
prepared to perform library research at the larger university. The partnership focuses on the following steps in
the fall of 2017: enhancing relationships with existing transfer student groups at both institutions, creating
opportunities to co-teach across institutions, and identifying library anxiety issues in transfer students.
Challenges, successes, and future plans for this cross-institutional collaboration will be shared.
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